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ARTICLES ON SPAY CLINICS
AND THE
PET POPULATION EXPLOSION
EVOKE STRONG-RESPONSES

The second article in our series on spay
clinics and the pet population explosion,
which appeared in Repo-'l:t to Huma.rutaJua.no
No. 24 (June, 1973), stirred vigorous re
sponses from individual humanitarians, hu
mane societies and other groups. Many re
quests for additional copies were received.
That article dealt very candidly with the
most controversial aspects of the problem.
Much to our surprise, most responses wer�
highly favorable. We obtained many new mem
bers who have been on our mailing list for a.
long time without any previous �ndication
they were reading our reports.
A sample letter of agreement is from
Judith Korman, director of volunteer ser
vices, Rockland County (New York} SPCA: "As
one who often assumes sheiter management du-
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"The HSUS joins many others in expressing
our appreciation for the consistently en
lightened approach that characterizes Repotc.t
to Huma.rutaJua.n.6. It is a vehicle that
serves the entire humane movement well, and
in saying that I full well recognize that
its influence reaches far beyond the scope
of the organized humane movement."

WE HEAR FROM THE VETS

In some humane circles "vet" is a dirty
word. This feeling reflects mainly two comrnon beliefs about veterinarians: (1) that
they put their pocketbooks above their moral
and civic responsibilities, as in connection

not set forth by the AVMA, as it wi"L1J:�� in
this continuing series of articles which
will appear in future issues of Repotc.t to
Hu.ma.nJ.:ta.tua.no •

THE FIRST STEP

In Repo-'l:t No. 24 we outlined the five ma
jor points in a complete and effective sur
plus control program. The first of these
was: "Stop putting out for adoption (or.
sale) unneutered aniu\als." We enumerated
the major sources of such unneutered animals
entering the pet population each year. The
first of these was the local humane society
animal shelter.
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art"lc--1-e dealing with how "backyai'.°d breeders"
add to the suxplus, by the California Humane
Council's president, Edward Newman, who has
given special attention to this aspect of
the problem. So little information on this
phase of surplus production-has been circulated in humane publications that estimates
of its importance run from "minor" to "major". Read Mr. Newman's article and get the
facts he has been able to unearth.

OTHER COMMENTS RECEIVED

Among the letters received following Re
paid No. 24 were several dealing with the
discussion we �tarted on spaying versus cas�
tration, and·as a follow-up to our remarks
about the tendency to leave cats out of sur
plus control efforts. We must reserve these
interesting comments and suggestions for a
future issue. One of these letters, from
Ms. Linda Grey, of San Jose, California, has
had much influence on our thinking about
spaying versus castration. We are sure you
will be interested when it appears in a
later issue.
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that divide the two gro,�ps. The best way to
resolve these differences is to frankly discuss them, without getting mad at each other
or expecting complete agreement.
These differences and similarities between humanitarians and veterinarians are
reflected in three items received by HIS
since Repaid No. 24. The first is a letter
from Dr. w. Harold Davis, head of the Davis
Afiimal Hospital in Elkhart, Indiana:
"(The article in Repod No. 24> was abso
lutely terrific. You are to be congratulat
ed for putting your thoughts on paper, minus
the fuzzy trappings and unrelated tangents
that so often accompany this subject. I al
so like the way you are airing the entire
problem.
"I have been on our humane society board
for years and have had much criticism for
talking as you talk._ Keep up the good work
and perhaps we will see some progress in the
next decade."
Dr. Robert c. Bay wrote: ."My compliments
on the excellent (Repo-'l.:t No. 24). Your can
did assessment of the pet population explo
sion is factual and your recommendations are
practical and precise.n
At its annual convention in Philadelphia
July 16-19 the American Veterinary Medical
Association recognized the importance of the.
rapid growth in the population of dogs and
cats, adopting a stateI'lent which grew out of
a report prepared by an AVMA council.
According to Dr. John F. Quinn, president
of the AVMA, as quoted in the American Hu
mane Association's Nat,Lon.a,l Humane Rev-lew,
the "pet population explosion is really a
'people problem' rather than a 'pet prob
lem'." This trite and meaningless expres
sion of an obvious truism, which has been
used to imply that "education" of pet owners
is the answer to the surplus, has been en
countered all too frequently recently. For
tunately, the AVMA council's report was more
explicit. Its five-point program for sur
plus control reads very much like our own
five-point program, but with the conspicuous
omission of any reference to low-cost spay
clinics!
HIS agrees with the AVMA conclusion that
"If every community had strict animal con
trol ordinances •.. and enforced them ade
quately we wouldn't have an animal over
population problem." :i;:ut how .to achieve
c:.,,,.,l,
r0c111 + ; c:. ;::,nn+-hr.... ,- m;:tt-t-i:ir _ whi C!h i

ten to us, in re_ sponse to past articles on this subject, giving the reasons why
they believe they cannot institute a policy
of adopting out no unspayed females. We
have been able to answer them by theories
which rebut their theories. But we have
never seen concrete figures which can be
used in evaluating these contradictory theories. Now we have some, provided by a study
of data on receipts of dogs and cats and
adoptions for two humane society shelters
and a public pound located in Pinellas County, Florida, which is the headquarters of
Humane Information Services. This analysis,
by Arthur B. Brainerd, our director of humane education, shows that it is possible to
stop adopting out unspayed fem.ales without
incurring the feared ill effects. It appears on pages 2 and 3 of this Repo-'l:t, and
is well worth careful study.
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with reducing the pet surplus; (2) they frequently seem to exhibit little real sympathy
for those fighting cruelty, and take the
sides of others, such as rodeo promoters,
who exploit animal suffering for profit.
On the other hand, some humanitarians and
humane societies seem to obsequiously cater
to the vets, taking as law their opinions on
almost anything relating to animals.
Humane Information Services believes that
humanitarians and veterinarians have many
cormnon grounds and should be working together in solving humane problems wherever possible. Such cooperation is too often blocked by intransigence and intolerance on the
part of both groups. This has been especially noticeable in connection with the
current agitation for low-cost public spay
clinics. There are things to be said on

TO HUMAN

Of the innumerable comp:limei"1U, ·grs- 1:e-
ceives, the most frequent is praise for our
"courage and forthrightness" in "telling it
like it is". Sometimes those who so write
compare us with other national societies
which are said to make a lot of-noise but do
nothing. The officers of HIS naturally like
to r.ec-eive such praise (we are only human), - but we fully realize that it is much easier
for us to be courageous than it is for a
very large society with a big payroll and
necessarily high overhead expense which must
be paid for by a constant flow of dues, con
tributions and bequests.
So, when we encounter a really courageous
stand by one of the largest societies, we
believe it should be brought to the atten
tion of humanitarians. The following letter
was received from John A. Hoyt, president of
The Humane Society of the United States:
"Dear Doc: I wish to commend the out
standing statement relative to elimination
of surplus domestic animals set forth in Re
poftt to Hwna.n..-lta.tua.n.6 No. 24. It was inci
sive, objective, and courageous. It �e
flects quite specifically the philosophy and
objectives of The HSUS concerning this mas
sive ..problem. Additionally., however, it
enunoiates some new approaches that merit
furtt;ier consideration and debate on the part
of ev�ryone seeking to find answers to the
surplus animal dilemma •••
"I wish to identify wholeheartedly with
your statements regarding the 'saving lives'
issue • • • There is no way in which this kind
of effort will significantly resolve the
problem of the literally millions of animals
that will continue to be born. I am not un
sympathetic to the motives of those who wish
to demonstrate their compassion toward pet
animals in this way. It is, however, as you
suggest, merely a question of which animals
rather than a question of the welfare of all
these animals in general. Congratulations
on your approaching thi,s question so forth
rightly.
"While The Humane Society of the United
States hai; been among those organizations
supporting the concept of neutering clinics,
we have not seen this approach as an isolat
ed. effort. Indeed, we have attempted to
make quite clear that spay-neuter clinics
arc only one part of a total·approach. I
agree that this approach in isolation will
be relatively ineffective in resolving the

-
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THE HS.US AGREES
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anyone with working
_
shelter experience
.
could disagree with your conclusions."
We had expected a good many requests to
cancel memberships and have names removed
from our mailing list, but there were only a
few:
"I am cancelling my membership in HIS. I-·
am in total disagree111ent with your attitude
on spay clinics. You evidently have no respect for life and think that killing is the
only answer to over-,population."--Constance
G. Stava (Connie's Kennels and Cattery),
North Miami Beach, Florida.
"Take the name of the Humane Education
Society off your mailing list. we do not
want the butchers' gazette befouling our
mailbox. "--Anna Canavan, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

�,"":.\!:'c":,-,""""�·,,�-,,.-....
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EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SPAY POLICIES
ON RECEIPTS AND ADOPTIONS OF ANIMALS
AT SHELTERS AND POUNDS

Indirectly, however, some light is thrown on
this by the distribution of incoming animals
as between male and female dogs at the two
SPCA's and the pound. Table I shows this
distribution for the months of March and
April, 1973.
It will be noted that the percentage of
total receipts at the pound which were fe
male was less than for the SPCA of St.
Petersburg, located not far away, during
these two months. By that time the public
had had an opportunity to learn that unspay
ed female dogs taken to the pound could be
adopted, whereas at the SPCA shelter, where
only spayed females are adopted out, the
public might think that the female would
pave less chance of being spayed and adopt
ed. This evidence, although not con.glusive,
tends to refute the belief tha1:: the policy
of adopting out only spayed females reduces
the receipts of females at the shel�er or
pound, both absolutely and as a proportion
of the total.

by W.hLJ.11. B. BltaineJLd, .
V,lJr.ee,toJz. o 6 Huma.ne Educ.a.:tlo n
This is a statistical analysis of the effects of different spay policies on receipts
of animals, adoptions and actual spayings at shelters and pounds, intended for officers
and directors of shelters, and public officials concerned with animal control programs.
The average animal lover is warned that reading it requires concentration, and may be
tough going.
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In many communities one of the most important sources of unspayed female and unneutered
male dogs and cats that contribute to the production of surplus puppies and kittens is the
humane society animal shelter and public pound.
Thus, we have the anomaly of humane societies through one side of the mouth preaching the
gospel of spaying and neutering, and oti the other side of the mouth telling some would-be
adopter of a dog or cat that he can have the unspayed female of his choice, so long as he
pays the adoption fee.
Likewise, we find in many'conununities that the local governmental unit having responsi
bility for animal control is complaining about the costs of the operation, preaching the
EFFECTS ON ADOPTIONS
ne�d for spaying and neutering, and perhaps even operating a low-cost public spay clinic, at
The
figures in Table I also throw some
the same time that it is putting out unspayed females for adoption.
light on the effects of a spay policy on .
The humane movement has been bemoaning the surplus of dogs and cats for decades, and urg
adoptions, although they must be interpreted
ing the need for spaying all �emale dogs and cats. Certainly-there is no humane organiza
in light of various other conditions pre
tion operating a shelter in this country that has not been exposed to the facts and which
vailing in the three different locations and
does not concur in the need for reducing or eliminating the surplus. Why, then, do they
are far from conclusive.
continue to adopt out unspayed females?
Approximately 35 percent of the female
The answers are very simple. First, the directors and officials of these shelters claim
dogs received at the SPCA of St. Petersburg
that if they refuse to adopt out unspayed females, then members of the public who.are igno�
shelter during the two-months' period were
rant of the whole problem and don't want to see their unwanted female pets meet an almost
adopted out, as compared with a little over
sure death will find some other means of disposing of them. The animals will be taken to
two percent for the nea.rby County pound,
the country and dropped by the roadside, left in a public park or abandoned in some other
which has no spay requirement or arrangeway. The shelter officers are convinced that any tightening of the adoption conditions to
exclude unspayed females will result in greatly increasing this abandonment, and hence re
(Continued same column below)
ducing receipts of females at the shelter.
Table I
Secondly, the shelter directors and officers are afraid that
Vog-0 and Cab., Rec.uved and Adopted Ou;t
such a policy would result in reducing the number of adoptions.·
Male and Female
What is to many societies a very important effect of reducing
Ma1tc.h-Aptul,
1973,
P1ne.l.!M Coun;ty, F.loJU.da*
the number. of incoming animals and adoptions is a decrease in the
income from fees when animals are received and adopted out. For
I Adoptions as
;
many societies,.these fees constitute a principal source of in
Received
Adopted
i
l Percentage
come for qperation of the shelter. And these societies do not
·Location
Sex
No. ,
%
%
of Receipts
I No.
agree witli those who maintain that the real business of a society
shelter is to put itself out of business. This is especially
Voq-6
true of high-salaried executive directors.
M
67
356
71.1
I 111
31.2
SPCA of Clearwater
The societie&, that continue to adopt out unspayed females ad
F
179 ' 33
45
2s. 9 I
25.l
mit that it does result in adding to the surplus and continuing
M
388 JI 51.6
232
64.8
59.8
it indefinitely ,,,aver the y�ar�. Bitt th�¥, �r,!= af:aid th�t i;}:la ad7 SPCA of St •. PetersburGJ.
F
364
48.4
126
35.2 I
34.6
verse effects enumerated above of a strlct adoption policy would :
M
946 I 62.5
226
95
23.9
County Pound
bankrupt the society. Others disagree, and require spaying of
567 II 37.5
12
5
; F
2.1
all females adopted.
60.4
1690
528
70.2 !
31.2
1 M
I
I F
Which view is correct? This depends on the actual effects on TOTAL
1110 ' 39.6
224
29.8
20.2
abandonment and adoptions of the loose and the tight adoption
policies. Nobody can answer the question strictly from the
Ca.:t6
standpoint of theory. It is easy for anyone to talk himself into SPCA of St. Petersburg
374
M
42.3
69
71.9
18.4
accept;i.ng either one of these views without really knowing which only (March-April, 1972) F
5ll i: 57.7
27
28.1
5.3
is right. What is needed are facts. The officers of Humane In
formation Services read a great many humane society publications, * Some 06 .the. 64!UJz.e.J.i oolt the SPCA 06 C.leMWClteJt and the Coun;ty Pound
Me e.J.iti.ma.ted.
(Continued in column 2 below)
ments for spaying. The great contrast be
but we cannot recall a single instance in
tween these two figures may b� attributed to
factual study has be.en made of this
which
several factors. First, the County pound
problem, using statistics from the local
picks up strays, many of which are unsuit
shelter and pound. With the cooperation of
able for adoption. Only 24 percent of its
the SPCA of St. Petersburg, the SPCA of
male dogs received were adopted out, compar
Clearwater and the Pinellas County (Florida)
ed with 60 percent for the SPCA shelter. If
Dog Control pound, Humane Information Ser
the same ratio is applied to the percentage
vi�es has been able to assemble some data
of female dogs received that are adopted
bearing on these questions.
out, the adjusted percentage would be ap
PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
proximately five percent, still far below
In Pinellas County, Florida, in which
the 35 percent for the SPCA.
Humane Inform?tion Services' h�a9"qµartez-s
This big difference may reflect the fact
: .
0
are located, there are two humane society
that since the pound does not yet have any
:
animal shelters, in St. Petersburg and in
spay program of its own (it is now asking
H
CD11 �� �
m � � :- Clearwater, operated by two different s6cie0
�
�
�
the County Commission for a spay facil�ty)
rt- ::i ::i om� I-'·
I
m '.·(i"U,g
or any spay requirement, attendants dealing
� .� ·· : : ;ties• For near]!.y 20 years berth of:these :;;o§ ro ro
Ill
� ::r
'ti
·::r
· 'cfeties have had the policy of not adopting
with prospective adopters do everything they
(D l<D
(T
rt"!:!
0.
o
out unspayed female cats or dogs, except
can to discourage the adoption of the�un
� � H
m� � � � ;
when a spay deposit is collected. In 1972
::r o. P. I-'· tr'
tr'
11 rr ::i
spayed females on hand. If the adopters in
ro
!!}, ::r S1
the County took over dog control operations,
g Ill Ill [g. � �
sist, the pound will put them out, but it
���rt- o ,:__�
� � �
becoming the only facility which picks up
seems to have been able to exert a strong
111i01iH'U
l!:1111ll
strays and accepts without charge both
inhibiting pressure on the would-be adopters
� � � tr' !:l s:: rt � re ::::.
g
�
rt
g
m
m
ro
strays
and
owned
dogs
brought
to
the
pound.
unspayed females. The SPCA, on the other
of
� g.
[
o o :,;- ro ro
o m
The pound has a new building and pre.sents an
hand, tells prospective adopters of the ad
� ::s ::s �Ill��
appearance about the same as the two SPCA
vantages of spayed females as pets.
rl"rt"rt rtS::
O.r1"11
11
Ill
::r
�[
g
shelters.
The pound does adopt out unspayed
If this is the explanation for the con
8'
O g §
female
dogs,
although
it
makes
a
real
effort
::S
figures, it is quite significant.
trasting
� l1 Ii
� 0. re
w
�
to persuade would:..be adopters not to take
The figures indicate that any animal shelter
g: � � !fl
them.
or pound with a spay program can institute a
?! � � � [ � E"
�
H
mm
rt- lQ
::s
of not adopting. out any unspayed fe
policy
EFFECTS OF�PAY POLICY ON
(D
�
(l)fflb•HI-'
significantly reducing the
without
males
m m I-'·::, o. I-'·
RECEIPTS OF DOGS
I-'· I-'· I-'
o m
proportion of adoptions represented by fe
0. p. I-'• (T
(T
<DCll::lO::S
Because of the long-standiPg policy of
males. This fact, however, may not elimi
I.Q
O Hi
0
::s
both SPCA's of not putting out unspayed fe
11rt0
lllllJ
t-' •
nate the immediate effects.of initiating a
11 Ii t-' C1l
Ii
(D
0
males, no "before" and "after" figures for
(l) (l) I-'• (') ::r
m
::,
adoption policy upon re
spay-requirement
m ro Ill Al
(1) N
0
H
t-'
Pinellas County are available answering the
::s (') (T .... < (':)
ceipts of females and abandonments by owners
o o• <ro-.:S
0
Ill 'ti
n
first question posed above; namely, whether
m ::s
who will not take their female animals to
0
rt" �
(l)
Q
(D
the adoption of a spay-requirement policy
c:::
(1(!)
i:tS-�
the shelter because they believe they face
0 Cl
,-,
-0
results in greater abandonment and a reducC)
�ertain_death. ,Fo:r; that purpose,· it is nec
1 � �- g � :z_
. tion in receipts of animals at the shelter.
essary that the society widely publicize its
(Continued top of column 3)
(See SPAY �OLICIES, page 3, column l)
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I wish to become a Patron Member and e
nual
dues of.� . i i,,; :- $
( 5.oo·'or more).
I wish to become an Associate Member and
annual dues of $____;_._ ($1.00 to $4.99).
I wish to continue my �eil)ber9hip and enclose$_______
I wish t9 ,�ke a cont:i;-ibution and enclose $____
,
to be used.for
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Humane Information
Services will send
a receipt for dues
or a contribution
in the amount of
$5.00 or more, or
in a lesser amount
if the sender so
requests, or if
same is received in
cash, by money
order or from a
foreign country.
Otherwise your can
celled check will
serve as a receipt.

ALL DUES AND
CONTRIBUTIONS ARE
TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
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HUMANE . LEGISLATION DIGEST
of t h e

PA I D A DV E R TI S I NG S U P·P L E M E NT TO .
R E P O R T TO H U M A N I T A R I A N S
N o · 2 5 - S e p t e m be r , 1 9 7 3

against devoting a "substantial " proportion
of the society ' s budget to legislative ac
tivities
, which means that local societies
675 Pinellas Point Drive South , St. Petersburg , Florida 33705
S e p t e m be r , 1 9 7 3
having large expenditures for the operation
of animal shelters and anti-cruelty work
controversial and to have the best chances
would be spending only a minute proportion
for passage .
of their total outgo' by including in. their
news bulletins information on the Gunter
Since that meeting , several of the socie
bill and what should be done about it . ·The
ties represented have taken some steps to
prohibition , also, d9es not affect in any
promote pas sage of both of these bills , such
way the ability of active members , directors
as writing. letters to and interviewing mem
and unpaid officers of the societies, as in
bers of Congress . The two wildlife organi�
Prospects are poor for the passage of im
dividuals, to write letters , to write arti
zations have been especially active and ef
portant humane legislation by the 93rd Con
cles for the local press in behalf of the
fective in obtaining about 30 co-sponsors of
gress, now in session •. This is because hu
the trapping bill in the House. Humane or
bil l , or to send contributions to the
manitarians in_ general , and even many of
ganizations have helped . A vice president
National Association for Humane Legislation ,
their leaders, seem to be almost completely
which is very badly in need of funds to car
of NAHL , for one , he lped in obtaining these
uninfofined regarding the processes involved
co.- sponsors. But activity on the Gunter
ry on even the most essential part . of the
in getting 'legislation through the House of
bill has lagged . Much more vigorous support · campaign for this and other important humane
Representatives and the Senate. The obsta
for this bill is needed if it is to pass
legislation .
cles encountered are many. Unless these are
both houses of Congress.
Let ' s stop kidding ourselves. Being a
faced realistically, and appropriate action
humanitarian does not mean simply telling 
For example , NAHL reads scores of the
taken to deal with them, failure is inevita
other people off when they commit some inhu
news bulletins and other publications put
ble .
out by humane societies in this country. We
mane act, denouncing the biomedical labora
The reasons why it is so difficult to ob
have run across very few references to the
tories, and rescuing an occasional stray cat
tain humane legislation were explained in
or dog . lt meclns doing some effective work
Gunter bill , explaining what it would do and
our Hu.mane Leg.-i.t, la.t-i..on Vig eAt for February,
suggesting that members write to their Sena
for the animals ; such as writing letters
197 2, which was included as an insert in Re
where they are really needed, and once in a
tors and Congressmen in behalf of the bil l .
polt.t to Humanltalua.n.6 No . 1 9 in March of
As a result of lack o f publicity in the hu
while contributing until it hurts in order
that year . But all of the mistakes which
to achieve some specific goal such as pas
mane publications, the number of letters re
have been made in the past , and which over
sage -of the Gunter bill.
ceived by members of Congress relating to
the years have prevented the passage of many
this bill has been pitifully small. And
important bills for the improvement of ani
most of thes e have resulted from special ed
E X T R E M E LY I M PORTA NT !
mal welfare , have been made all over again
ucational promotions of NAHL. Congressmen
during the present Congress . Humanitarians
. Ao we go :to pll.e..M we have. 11.e.c.el..ved an
should have been receiving thousands of let
and humane organizations j ust don ' t seem to
Wtg
e.n:t :telephone. c.a.lt 611.om AU.an Katz,
ters. Here is a bill which is almost non
want to change .
ha.Jtd-w01Lfun.9 le.9.-u,.e..a;Uve. M&.-i.t,.ta.nt to Rep 
controversia l , which would eliminate the
It need not be this way. If the leading
Jte.6 e.n:ta.tive. BiU Gu.Melt in WM fungton., M k
suffering of millions of animals annually
national humane societies would get together
b1.g
:tha.:t the he.ad o O ea.c.h humane .6 oue.ty
yet would harm nobody ; but it rests in peace
before each session of Congress, thoroughly
a.pp11.ov,i,n.g
0 6 the Gu.nteJL bill, H. R. 8055,
in the files of members of Congress because
examine the different legislative proposals
W'ute
a.
le.:tteA
to Congll.e.6.6man Gu.nteA o n the.
anima l lovers and humanitarians are either
and the factors affecting their chances of
.ooue.ty
'
.6
letteAhea.d,
,6,lmply .otatin.g .ou.c.h
too uninformed or · too indifferent to write a
a
p1toval
and
.o
u.ppolt.t.
passage, make a $election of one or two or
p
few letters to their own Senators and Con
The.6 e. le.:tte/L.6 c.an. be. t.Ui ed e66e9,Uve.ly -ln
possibly three of these proposal$, cooperate
gressmen, and to members of the House Agri
:talklng
w.Uh incUv.ldu.a.l memb� 06 Cong/1.eALl
in drawing up drafts of one or two or three
culture Committee .
who
may
be. inteAe.6te.d bi. c.o -.opoMbJung :the
bills, find sponsors for each in the House
No doubt this lack of information and ur
They
a..U Uk.e. to know how the. home
bill.
and the Senate, and then follow through on
gency reflects the fear on the part of hu-_
fiolk..6
6ee.l
abou:t
:the. b.lU.
these bills during the entire session of
mane societies generally, from the local to
,
you.
1,oue.ty
plc.e.6.i.den.t.s Olr. exec.u.
So
Congress , humanitarians could hope to obtain
the national level , of losing their tax exilve.
d,i/,.e.c;l:.oM
have
not
ye.t Wlt1.:tte.n .& u.c.h a.
the passage of at l�ast one im.l)ortant pi,ece
. emption privileges py_,��-�oming involved in
R..lli:.tM, ple.M da .60 now • . . How ca:n , you;·
of humane legislation in each two-year ses
legislative activitie s. ' This is a very le
.&leep n.lght.6 .l6 you ha.ve. no.t gene � .th,.l,6
sion of Congress. · over the years this would
gitimate and understandable concern. But,
U:t:ti.e :tlr.oubi.e. to &ave mil.Llon..6 06 a.nimai.-6
represent a tremendous accomplishment in beas we have explained several times in Humane
6,'tom a.cute. .6u.6 ieJU.ng ? .
half of animal welfare.
Leg.U.e.a..tlon. V,i.g eA:t, the prohibition is
Early in the present Congress , NAHL sug
gested to the heads of leading national so
cieties in both the humane and wildlife
fields that they get together and try to
Modern ships
agree on a legislative program which then
still ' use
could be backed to the hilt by all of the
primitive
,
cooperating societies.
inhumane
Such a meeting was held in Washington in
methods of
April , and, somewhat to everybody 's sur
loading
prise , there wa� complete harmony and agree
cattle .
ment among the representatives of the fol�
Here several
lowing organizations: Defenders of Wild
LIVE cattle
life ; Friends of the Earth; �he Fund for An
are hoisted
imals, Inc. ; The Humane Society of the Unit
over the
ed States; National Association for Humane
side of a
Legislation , Inc . ; and Society for Animal
ship by
Protective Legislation .
means of -a
Letters received before and after this
rope placed
meeting from the American Humane Associa
around their
tion; the Massachusetts .SPCA and the Inter
horns. Many
national Society for the Protection of Ani
times a horn
mals, which were unable to be represented at
breaks or
the meeting , gave the impression to NAHL
the animal
that t'hese societies approved of such a co
becomes
operaeive effort and at least were not op
loose and
posed �o the conclusions of the .group which
falls on the
met . �e expect them to support, at least in
deck or
principle, the bills selected at the meeting
railing of
as having highest priority . Several letters
the ship
to another national humane society inviting
breaking its
it to the . meeting and later expressing hope
legs and
that it would approve of the action taken
ribs .
and support these bills went unanswered.
Occasionally
At this meeting it was unanimously agreed
an animal
that if' we are to be successful in passing
suffers a
any important humane legislation it would be
broken neck
necessary to concentrate efforts on a few .
or severe
bills.
cervical
After much discussion of, the pros and
strain from
cons of different measures , it was agreed
this method.
that the two most important bills having
some chance of passage and deserving the
vigorous support of the cooperating socie
ties, are the Bayh-Anderson trapping bill
and the Gunter bill extending the provisions
(THE ABOVE P HOTOGRAPH I S FROM "AN I NQU I RY I NTO THE TRANSPORTAT I ON AND
of the federal Humane Slaughter Act to for
SLAUGHTER OF LI VESTOCK--PART I " J A LEAFLET OF THE I NTERNATI ONAL SOC I ETY
eign meat packing plants processing meat
F OR THE PROTECT I ON OF AN I MALS , OTHER EXCERPTS FROM TH I S EXCE LLENT LEAF LET
products for export to the United States.
W I LL BE FOUND ON PAGES 2 AND 3 OF THI S SUPPLEMENT , )
Of these , the Gunter bill appeared much less
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Humane Bills in Cong�ess lag
for Lack of Vigorous Support
by Humanitarians
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ISPA LEAFLET CONT IIN

Punching Eyes Out With· a .N a i l
Exc.e/t.pt:6 6Jtom a:
REPORT ON S LAUGHTER I N BRAZ I L

by .the.
.
!nte1t...,a,ti.on.al Soc..le,ty 6oJr. .the. PJr.Ote.c.:uon 06 AnimaLs
!SPA NWl>, lnte1t.na:tional. Ecli;tlon, Vol. 1 , No . 9
During the month of January, 1968 , ISPA field
officer John walsh met with members of the five
leading humane societies in Brazil and visited
many slaughter houses in various parts of the .·
country • • • The methods of killing animals were
cruel and barbaric , and methods of transporting
l'ivestock to the slaughter houses, primitive .

One of the "WOrst acts of .cruelty noted in
Walsh 's report is connected with the use of an
instrument called the "Ferrao". The Ferrao is a
metal pipe with a wooden center . At one end is a
nail sharpened to a fine point . The Ferrao is
usep. as a prod to move cattle and other livestock
· and · the nail is constantly jabbed into the animal
to make him move faster. It was noted that in ru·
ral areas, the Ferrao is j abbed into the eyes of
the animal causing the loss of both eyes so that
the animal will not wander off before slaughter .

The current method of killing the cattle in
Brazil is by striking them on the head with a ham·
mer, or by the use of the "Choupa", a round iron
bar, several feet long , with a chisel-like point
at one end . The . killer stands on a platform above
the cattle and drives the Choupa down into the
cervical vertebra of the neck, which causes inune
diate paralysis if used properly . It is extremely
difficult to direct a blow using this instrwnent
and the animal often must be struck repeatedly.

Current. estimates indicate the world population of livestock used wholly or partly, in t· he production of food, num
bers about 6 billion domestic animals. This would incl ude nearly a billion cattle, more than a billion sheep, more than a
hair billion goats and buffalo, 22 million horses and other beas ts of burden, and between 2 ½ billion and 3 billion
poultry. Approximately a half billion animals are slau ghtered each year for human consumption, as well as 4½ billion
head of poultry. Recent estimates show humane slaughter laws affect only about 1 1 per cent of the animals killed .for
human consumption.
In many countries, livestock face a lifetime of suffering through ignorance and ne_slect. Branding and dehoming
cause stress and suffering, as does failure to provide proper shelter from intense heat or cold. Animals unfortunate enough
to be the product of intensive rearing or factory farming techniques are sometimes subject to a great deal of discomfort
and pain. The sweat box method forces swine to be kep t in overcrowded enclosures. Enclosures are so hot that the animals
become lethargic and inactive, thereby resulting in a rapid weight gai n and lean, tender meat. Calves are crowded in pens
which allow very little exercise, forced to stand on stilts to lflake manure removal easier and in some cases the calf is
deliberately infected to make the meat softer.

TRANSPORTATION
The transportation of l��estock throughout the world
_
has been of great concern to ISP A. The photos show primi
tive and cruel methods by which livestock are transported in
many Latin American, African, and Asiatic cohntries. Many
of the photos were taken by. ISPA field staff working in
these countries to alleviate animal suffering.
In some countries cahle are dragged off rivet banks
and piers by a rope winch from a nearby boat. The animal
is hoisted out of the water by a rope placed around the
horns and is slung over the side and tied on deck. Many

In remote · areas small boats are used to take
slaughter houses. Here several goats are tied on
cattle are tied to the sides of the boats by the
photo shows a steer tied by the tail, nose, and
the side of a boat.

times a horn breaks or the animal becomes loose and falls
on tlie deck or the railing of the ship, breaking its legs or
ribs. Many times the animal suffers a broken neck or severe
cervical strain from this method. Even modern sea-going
freighters will load and unload cattle by this method in
many ports as the cover photo shows. Swine in many coun
tries are herded into the center of a net and the four corners
of the net are hoisted by means of a crane and swung over
the side of a ship. The photo at top of Page 3 shows their
legs protruding through the net. Mariy times legs are broken
when the net is dropped into a waiti,ng truck on the pier.
Pigs on the bottom of the net are sometimes forced into
unconsciousness because bf the 0weight of the other animals
on top of them. Livestock are goaded or prodded to move
by means of sharp nails on ti\e end of long poles in many
countries. In some areas, the livestock are deprived of food
and water for periods up to 5 days while they are being
transported by trains, trucks, or ships.

In regard to the use of the hammer, Walsh noted
that in some slaughter houses, cattle were hit as
many as thirteen times on the head and although
they fell down, they remained conscious. The con
scious animal was then shackl�d by one Fear leg,
hung upside down, and its throat slit . In most
slaughter houses there was no effort to render
swine unconscious before shackling them and slit
ting their throats.

YO U R F I N A N C I A L S U P P O R T
D E S P E R A T E L Y N E ED E D

Many humanitarians agree that the most
effective way to stop cruelty and the suf
fering of millions of animals, as portray
ed on these pages, is by legislation .
The minimum requirement for obtaining
legislation is first to have effective
bills introduced, and second to let your
representatives in Congress know that you
want them to support these bills , and
third to maintain constant contact with
key members of Congress to see that they
are fully informed about the legislation .
The National Association for Humane
Legislation is registered with both the
U. s. House of Representatives and the
u . s. Senate, under the federal Regulation
of Lobbying Act, Public Law 601 . rt must
make periodic reports on its receipts and
disbursements for lobbying activities . It
is experienced in legislative work, and is
doing an effective professional job in
promoting humane legislation so badly
needed to eliminate gross animal suffer
ing. But it cannot operate without the
financial support of humanitarians.
.
Tax-exempt humane organizations such as
our sister society, Humane Information
Services, cannot spend any " substantial"
amounts on legislative activities, nor
contribute part of the expenses of NAHL.
HIS has been very careful from the begin
ning to comply strictly with the law and
regulations. It cannot use any of. its
funds for the legislative work of NAHL,
which is entirely out of funds and in debt
after paying for this advertising supple
ment. Won ' t you please send a contribu
tion to be used for carrying on this im
portant work. Such contributions are not
tax deductible, but that will make . no dif
ference to you if you use the standard
deduction. Please send your check to :
National Association for Humane Legisla
tion, Inc . , 675 Pinellas Point Drive
South, St . · Petersburg , Florida 33705.

P LEASE--YOUR HELP I S BADLY NEEDED ,

cattle to
deck and
tail. The
horns to

In sopie areas cattle are pulled oil' barges into the water
and dragged over a river bank by means of a rope winch
on shore.

Essential Facts About the Gunter
This is not a minor bill affecting only a small number of animals . The meat equivalent
of over five million head annually is imported by the United States, ang the volume of im
ports has been increasing steadily . This imported meat comes from about two dozen countries
scattered throughout the world, with Australia being the largest supplier .
The methods used in slaughtering and pre-handling these food animals in many foreign
plants are crudP. and inhumane in the extreme (see excerpts from leaflet of the International
Society for the Protection of Animals) . Methods used for slaughtering beef animals in Aus
tralia and New Zealand are humane, but sheep and lambs stiil are slaughtered there by meth
ods not permitted in this country. When the Gunter bill becomes law, all of the foreign
plants producing meat products for export to the United states must meet the hmnane require
ments of the United States Humane Slaughter Act. This undoubtedly would encourage plants
pr-Oducing for domestic use to introduce humane methods , which are more efficient as well as
humane.

A few people have suggested that to require use of humane slaughtering methods in these
plants would constitute interference in the domestic affairs of other countries. That obvi
ously is completely untrue. The United States would be merely setting up requirements which
must be met for meat products imported into this country. No foreign country would be forc
ed to do anything. Surely we have the right to exclude from this country products that are
obj ectionable, for any reason, to domestic consumers . The iatter certainly have as much
right to demand that the meat they eat be from humanely-slaughtered animals as from sanitar
ily-slaughtered animals .

Imported meat 1,1sually carmot be differentiated from donh.3tically-produced meat, so United
States consumers have no choice. They are protected against imported meat that has been un
sanitarily slaughtered , and all plants producing meat for export to the United States must
comply with sanitary requirements of our domestic laws . The USDA inspects such plants regu
larly, and certifies those from which imports are permitted. It �ould require little addi
tional inspection to include a humane slaughter requirement along with the sanitary require
ment .

The other obj ection to doing something now about this very urgent humane problem is that
passage of the bill at this time might aggravate the current beef shortage and contribute to
higher prices in this country. There is no basis in fact for this obj ection. It may be
said with complete confidence that beef supplies and prices in this country would not be af-
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Wr i t e as fo l lows . . .

Pigs are loaded into a net and swung onr the sides of ships. Many broken legs result from this method.

SLAUGHTER METHODS

Some slaughter houses use these knives called matadors
to pith the brain or cervical vertebrae of cattle. I.S.P.A.
field officers found owners of these slaughter houses had
never even heard of humane slaughter instruments and
were eager to obtain them.

It has been noted that in some countries semi-wild cattle have
their eyes poked out by means of a nail on the end of a stick, so
that they can be more easily handled and brought into the slaughter
houses. Slaughter methods in most countries would cause anyone
interested in animals many sleepless nights if they were able to
view the suffering which takes place. Many countries still resort
to the hammer as a slaughter instrument. Some Asiatic countries
use knives called matadors to pith the brain or spinal column.
Some Latin American countries use a 6 foot iron or wooden bar
with a chisel shaped lance on the end called a "choupa" to stun
cattle. ISPA field staff have witnessed the slaughter men wade into
the pens crowded with pigs swinging a 5 foot wooden club with a
heavy iron bolt on one end, striking the animals on the head and
neck. The unconscious pig is then shackled by a back leg to an .
overhead conveyor. Many times the pig regains consciousness be
fore its throat is slit and occasionally a conscious animal has been
�nown to be dropped into a vat of boiling water used to remove
dirt and hair.
SOMETHING NEW

SOMETHING OLD

Many slaughter houses still use the "Pole
Axe" or hammer. Photo at left shows this
instrument being used in a Brazilian
slaughter house . The same Brazilian
"Hammer man" about to stun a Zebu
steer · 'with a humane ·stunning device
(cash knocker).

Write your own Congressman , at House Office
Building, Washington, D . C . 20515, asking him to
actively support the Gunter bill , H . R � 8055 , to
extend provisions of the federal Humane Slaugh
ter Act to all foreign meat packing plants that
export meat products to the United States .
Write to the two U . S . Senators from your
state , addressing them at Senate Office Build
ing , Washington, D . C . 20510, asking them to in..:.
troduce or co-sponsor in the Senate a companion
bill to H. R . 805 5 , by Representative Gunter,
which would extend the provisions of the federal
Hwnane Slaughter Act to foreign meat packing
plants that export meat products to the United
States.
Write to each member of the House Agriculture
Committee , addressing him at the House Office
Building, Washington, D. c. io515, asking him to
support and hold hearings on the Gunter bill ,
H . R. 8055 , which would extend the provisions of
the federal Humane Slaughter Act to foreign meat
packing plants exporting meat products to the
United States. Members of the ColTllllittee are :
W. R . Poage , of Texas ; Frank A. Stubblefield , of
Kentucky ; Thomas S • . Foley , of Washington ; E .
(Kika) de la Garza , . of Texas ; Joseph P.
Vigorito , of Pennsylvania ; Walter B . Jones , of
North Carolina ; B. F . Sisk, of California; Bill
Alexander , of Arkansas ; John R. Rarick , of Loui
siana ; Ed Jone s , of Tennessee; John· Melcher , of
Montana; Dawson Mathis , of Georgia; Bob
Bergland , of Minnesota ; Frank E � Denholm, of
South Dakota ; Spark M. Matsunaga, of Hawaii ;
George E. Brown , of California ; David R. Bowen,
of Mississippi; Charles Rose, of North Carolina ;
Jerry Litton , of Missouri ; Bill Gunter, of Flor
ida; Charles M . Teague ; of California ; William
C. Wampler , of Virginia ; George A. Goodling , of
Pennsylvania; Robert B. Mathias , of California;
Wiley Mayne , of Iowa ; John Zwach, of Minnesota ;
Robert D. Price , of Texas ; Keith G . Sebelius , of
Kansas ; Wilmer D . Mizell , of North Carolina ;
Paul Findley , of Illinois; LaMar Baker , of Ten
nessee; Charles Thone , of Nebraska ; Steven D .
Symms , of Idaho ; Edward Young , of South Caroli
na ; James P. (Jim) Johnson, of Colorado , Edward
R. Madigan , of Illinois.
Send any replies you receive · to : National
Association for Humane Legislation , Inc . , 675
Pinellas Point Drive South, St . Petersburg ,
Florida 33705 .

in Braz il
Slaughter MPractices
11.epaM:.ed by
VIL. C,fa,udle. fl. Van,ln, 'P11.e..o.Ue.nt :.
Sacue.dade. Zoon-Ua. Edacativa-Sazed

We had the opportunity to watch the Brazilian
methods of slaughter on several occasions and at
different kinds of slaughterhouses .
The methods in any of them, as far as the hand
ling of the animals is concerned , are very cruel.
fected one way or another by passage of this btll. First, it should become effective a year
Roughness and brutality is always present . The
after passage , giving the affected packing plants time to install the necessary simple
causes for this are not only low wages, which make.
equipment. Secondly, beef from Australia and New Zealand, the maj or sources of imported
a selection of better trained and more civilized
beef, already is slaughtered humanely , and such imports will not be affected by the bill,
workers difficult, but a total lack .of inspection
now or in the future .
and/or care for the animals .
Up to the present , not a solitary slaughter
If beef imports and supplies will not be affected by the bill, and beef is by far the
house in this country exists which even made an
most important imported meat, why then will passage of the bill result in the adoption of
humane methods in many plants? Answer : (a) Officials in some countries, sympathetic to hu attempt to start humane slaughter of cattle ! In
most of the abattoirs , small and large alike, the
mane slaughter but unable to overcome inertia, will find the new Act invaluable in shoving
hammer is being used . In addition, although pro
: their plants over the line. (b) Even though the total volume of imported meat products. now
processed without humane methods is comparatively small, this market is sufficiently attrac hibited nowadays, the "Choupa" is still very much
used in many municipal and state slaughterhouses .
tive for the plants involved to serve as an inducement to adopt humane · methods . (c) When
Considering the transport, the handling, tbe
even a f·ew plants in a country like Brazil adopt better methods , they serve as bellwethers
methods of slaughter, there is no doubt that meat
for the remainder which tend to follow the leader .
animals in Brazil are subj ected to the utmost
If prices of beef during the current shortage will not . be pushed upward by passage of the cruelties . ·
bill , why are so many livestock producers favorably inclined toward the bill? Answer : (a)
· Due to the importance of the· hygienic point of
Livestock producers are as humane-minded as dog owners T and obj ect to the infliction of so
view, so much emphasized by the World Health Orga
much severe and unnecessary pain on millions · of animals . (b} They also resent the fact that nization, we believe that improvements in these
their foreign competitors for the United States meat market do not have to meet requirements · methods are most urgent, not only from the humane
that domestic producers do. Although passage of the bill will not affect beef supplies or
point of view but as a sanitary condition as well.
prices during the current acute situation, over the long run it will help .to equalize the
We are certain that the consumer in the u. S� and
competitive situation of American farmers vis-a-vis foreign competitors .
in other countries which are interested in inlport
ing meat from Brazil is in no way informed of the
This bill has nothing whatever to do with ritual slaughter, which is exempted from the
used and the health factor involved . It
methods
provisions of the Humane Slaughter Act, which would govern the requirements for foreign
stressed, in this respect , that the ani
be
should
plants processing meat for export to this country.
mal slaughtered without pain supplies a better and
One must search a long time to find a piece of proposed legislation that will meet a re
healthier meat for consumption.
· ally significant socially-desirable purpose, · which will injure nobody, and which _ has no im
Requbung the. U6e on humane. me;t.hod.6 on .6£.a.ugh
portant vested interest group. actively lobbying against it. This bill, H . R . 8055, meets all .telt. would not wo1t.k. a. luvtd6hlp on 601t.eign plant6 .
of these criteria .
On .the contluvty, expeJti,e.n.ce. ht .the. Unl:te.d Sta.tees

Humane SI aught er B i 1 1 , H . R . 8 0 5 5

Humane societies have not always been unified behind humane legislation. But no na1;:ional
or state humane society is known to oppose this bill, which· has been endorsed by a half doz
en large national societies .

.6hoW4 tha.:t humane. me;t.hod.6 rwt on!y elim-i.na-te. a
'tJLeme.ndau.6 amount 06 .&uUeJUng , but 1tuuU:. ,ln
.. ..Jp 1 ':'..:' •
lall.ea:telt. e.6 6..iclency a.nd loWelt. co.&.t6 06 ha.,iu-......
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TRAPPING BILLS GENERATE DISCORD

Although at least six national wildlife and humane societies, including the National As
sociation for Humane Legislation, have endorsed the Bayh-Anderson trapping bill (S. 1637 and
H. R. 8065 , H. R. 9207 and H. R. 93 79) , some other societies are opposing this bill and are in
favor -0f bills following a different approach to the problem .
There are at least three alternative approaches to the banning of leghold traps :
( l) That tc.ep1tuen:ted by the. bill ,i,ntJr..odu.c.ed by Re.p11.u en,,ta.,tlve. Long , o 6 MaJty.iand,
H.R. 47 1 2 , whic.h would p1i.o hi..bU :the. c hi..pme.n:t ,i,n ,ln:teM:ta.:te otc. 6otc.e,i.gn c.ommeJtc.e. 06 a.ny 6Wt oJt
le.a:thett 61!.om
.tlta.ppe.d ,ln a.ny -&:ta.:te 0 6 the. Un,i,on oft. a.ny 6Me!-fln c.ountlr..y whi..c.h hcu, not
banned :the. ma.nufiac.tutc.e., 1.,a.le Oil cu, e o 6 leg hold Oft. .t>te.e.t-j a.w .tlta.p.6.
Despite the apparent simplicity and potential effectiveness of such legislation , all
kinds of questions arise from any obj ective and rigorous examination of the bill. Suppose
the various states and foreign countries concerned either passed legislation or issued di
rectives by the game commissions or other authorities , stating that the use of leghold traps
is barined, but made no effort to enforce the ban . Obviously , this would have little or no
effec t . The existence of loopholes should not be held against any proposed legislation ,
since they are always present. to some degree. But where they constitute a veritable sieve
they must be taken seriously .
Not only would this approach appear to be
c e.nte.d by :the. Ba.yh-AndeM on bill . under
largely unenforceable , but the bill itself ,
this proposal the federal government would
would0 appear to be unpassable-. . The fur in
promulgate regulations relating to the trap
dustry would fear cutting off of its sources
ping and capturing of animals and birds on
of raw materials, and Congress has not been
any federal lands, which could be revised
willing to legislate elimination of the
from time to time as required by new devel
livelihood of any large group of people. To
opments such as , for example , the perfection
plead th� unenforceability of the law in an
of the so-called "Tender Trap" . This gives
swer to this objection would make sponsors
much-needed flexibility to the measure. The
of the bill appear ridiculous.
approved traps as determined by the Secre
Such a bill also would be violently op
tary would be the basis for the other por
posed by all of the individuals and organi
tions of the Act. These provide : (a) pro
zations engaged in the trapping industry , by
hibition of the sale , s�ipment or transport
most of the state game commissions , possibly
in interstate or foreign commerce of any
by politically powerful hunting groups which
trap other than th e approved trap ; (b) pro
feel that a ban on trapping would constitute
hibition of the shipment in interstate or
an entering wedge to a ban on hunting , and
for eign commerce of any skins or feathers
by even more influential sheep raisers.
taken from an animal or bird captured on any
Passage of such a bill is extremely unlike
lands where any traps other than the approv
ly .
ed traps are permitted to be used ; (c ) re
(2) Ba.n.n,lng the ca.le., e.xc.ha.n.g e., gint,
quiring inspection of trap lines with suffi
ma.nuna.ctWr.e., ,i,mpotc;ta;t,i_on Oft. .tlta.rni potc;ta;t,i_o Yi.
cient frequency to avoid prolonged trauma on
,ln ,lnte.M;ta;te. a.nd oMe;[gn. commeJtc.e O o .!dee.£.
the part of animals captured with the ap
leg hold bta.pc , and p!W hlbw.ng ,i,mpow o 6
proved trap.
nWr. -0 /uno otc.om any c.oun:tJr.y no:t ha.ving a ,6,e,m
The National Association for Humane Leg
Ualt. law. This Act , if passed , would be
islation is of the opinion that this bill
rather easily enforced , and it would not im
would incur pra ctically all of the opposi
pinge so directly and immediately upon the
tion engendered by the first approach given
groups opposed to the first approach. Its
above , represented by the Long bill , were it
effects would be gradual , over a consider
not for the discretionary provisions relat
able period of time, as existing steel-j aw
ing to the selection of the approved trap.
leghold traps now in use were lost or became
And NAHL believes that even this provision
inoperable .
would not eliminate much of the opposition
The obj ection to this second approach ,
were it not for the prospect that the "Ten
obviously, is that it would require a con
der Trap" will soon be perfected and avail
siderable period of years for the gradually
able to trappers. Except for the fact that
tightening steel-trap inventory to become so
this trap costs a little more than the ordi
depleted that trappers would be forced to
nary leghold trap , it should be acceptable
either qu'ft or seek some substitute trap
to any trapper. And it could be made hu
such as the humane killer traps. But humane
mane , or at least sufficiently so for human
groups have been talking for many decades
itarians to conscientiously accept it as an
about banning the leghold trap with practi
alternative to no effective trapping ban at
cally no result , and after another decade or
all.
two may wind up with nothing while a law
banning the manufacture and sale of leghold
THE TENDER TRAP
traps would have had time to become effec
The "Tender Trap" is an ordinary steel
tive .
trap
the j aws of which have been ground down
Accepting this as the most practicable of
to provide a space between them when the
two alternatives, the representative of NAHL
trap is sprung . The j aws are wrapped with a
who called and attended the meeting in Wash
material the same as or similar to rubber
ington in April was ready to support this
door stopping, which can. be purchased any
approach. But during the course of the
where. When the trap is sprung , the leg of
meeting he , and others present, were won
the animal is firmly held , but there is lit
over to the third approach , represented by
tle or no pain. , A child can spring the trap
the Bayh bill, s . 1637 , which at that time
on his hand without painful ' effects . If the
was in the course of final preparation, and
Bayh-Anderson bill were passed, and the fed
was modified as a result of representations
eral government were to adopt the so-called
to Senator Bayh by those attending the meet
"Tender Trap" as an approved trap, nearly
ing .
everybody
concerned, trappers and humanitar( 3 } The " c.ombina.Uon a.ppir.oac.h" , 1tep1te-

ruu.ma.u

WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE CRUELT I ES OF TRAPP I NG

I� does no good for humanitarians to wr ing their hands and denounce the cruelties of
trapping . The time has come for action. Write letters to the two U . S • Senators from . .
your state, addressing them at the Senate Office Building, Washington , D . C . 20510 ,. urging
· that they do what they can to get passage of the Bayh bill to ban cruel traps r S. 1637 .
Write to your own Congressman, at the House Office Building , Washington , D . C . 20515,
asking him to support in every way possible the Anderson bill to ban cruel traps,
H . R. 8065 .
Write to each member of the House of Representatives Subconmittee on F isheries and
Wildlife Conservation, addressing each at the House Office Building , Washington, D . C.
20515, urging him to see that hearings are held on the Anders�n �ill to ban cruel traps,
H . R. 8065 . These Representatives are : John D . Dingell, of Michigan; Paul G . Rogers, · of
Florida, Robert L. Leggett, of California; Mario Biaggi , of New York1 Glenn M. Anderson,
of California ; E. (Kika) de la Garza , of Texas ; Peter N . Kyros, of Maine , Ralph Metcalfe ,
of Illinois · John B. Breaux, of Louisiana; · Fred B . Rooney, of Pennsylvania ; Bob Eckhardt,
of Texas ; G�rry E. Studds, of Massachusetts , David R. Bowen,, of Mississippi ; William S .
Mailliard of California ; Philip E . Ruppe, · of Michigan; George A. Goodling, of Pennsylva
.nia; Paui ' N . Mccloskey, Jr . , of California, Robert H. Steele, of Connect�cut1 Edwin B .
Forsythe, of New Jersey; Pierre s . duPont, IV, of Delaware ; William O . Mill s , of Maryland ;
William s . Cohen, of Maine; Joel Pritchard, of Washington.
send any replies you receive to : National A�sociation for Humane Legislation, Inc . ,
675 Pinellas Point Drive South, St. Petersburg , Florida 33705 .

ians alike , should be satisfied, except for
one important condition .
That condition is that perhaps 90 percent
of the suffering of an animal caught in any
kind of a leghold trap, inc luding the "Ten:..
der Trap" , comes after the trap is sprung .
It i s the attempt to get away from the trap,
rather than the actual closing of the trap ' s
Jaws, which creates the real cruelty i.nvolv
ed in trapping. The animal may sprain liga
ments or break a leg in its struggles to
free itself. Or , it may bite its leg off
c lose to the j aws of the trap , this is call
ed a "wring-off" . A very substantial pro
portion of animals caught in leghold traps
do wind up as wring-offs, which are unable
to hunt or defend themselves effectively and
eventually succumb to infection , starvation
or being killed by a predator. Animals "
which remain in the traps , r egardless of how
"tenderly" caught , may die from starvation
or freeze to death . The provision in tbe
Bayh-Anderson bill for frequent inspect:i,;on
of traps would be difficult or imposs ible to
enforce. And , of course, the mental tr�uma
of the trapped animal is probably as much to
be regretted as the physical suffering.
These considerations , however , do not
necessarily invalidate the " Tender Trap" and
the Bayh-Anderson bill approach to solving
the trapping problem. Attempts have been
made . to insert tranquilizer tabs in the pad
ding , to be ingested by the animal in its
attempts to chew the padding and get away
from the trap jaws. This tranquilizer tab
could be for the purpose of causing the ani
mal to lie quietly until the trapper ar�
rives , or be a means of euthanizing the ani
mal on the spot .
Our sister society , Humane Information
Services , has done a considerable amount of
research on different drugs from the stand
point of their possible use in euthanizing
farm-raised mink and dogs and cats in shel
ters and pounds where supplies of sodium
pentobarbital are not available . We are
hopeful that a suitable drug for insertion
in the padding of the "Tender Trap" can be
found ; and utilized in a practical way so as
to eliminate the suffering of the animals
caught in the traps. One thing which must
be guarded against is the tendency on the
part of many veterinarians and wi1d1ife peo
ple who are accustomed to capturing wild an
imals with so-called tranquilizing guns to
use succinylcholine chloride as the "tran
quilizing" agent. As was explained fully in
Re.po/Lt :to H�a.n/2 No. 1 9 , issued by
our sister society, Humane Information Ser
vices , in March of 197 2 , succinylcholine
chloride is a cruel drug which should never
be used for any purpose in capturing or
killing animals.
Taking all of the circumstances that have
been described into account, the National
Association for Humane Legislation, like the
other five national societies that endorsed
the Bayh-Anderson bill at the Washington
meeting in April , believes that it is the
best of the three alternative approaches to
trapping legislation , and that its pas sage
would eliminate a tremendous amount of suf
fering on the part of wild fur-bearers in
the years to come. It is well worth the . ac
tive support of all humanitarians .

BI LLS I NTRODUCED IN
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SI NCE JUNE HUMANE LEG ISLATION DIGEST

Humane treatment of animals transported
in air · commerce : s. 2217 (Baker} ; H. R. 8693
(Roe) , H . R. 9141 (Macdonald) .
To strengthen enforcement of Horse Pro
tection Act of 1970 : s . 2093 (Magnuson,
Tunney and Stevenson} 7 H . R. 3873
(Whitehurst) .
Protection of wild horses : H . R. 7895
(Zwach) .
National Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Day : House Con . Res . 243 (Sarasin).
National Dog Week : Senate Joint Res. 139
(Hartke) .
Loans for spay clinics: s . 103 2
(Cranston, co-sponsor) ; H . R. 7859 (Wolff),
H . R. 8109 (Gray).
To discourage use of painful devices in
trapping of animals and birds : H . R. 8065,
H. R. 9207, H. R. 9379 (Anderson, et .al ) , com
panion bills to Bayh trapping bill s. 163 7 .
To improve zoos and aquariums through a
National zoological and Aqua·r ium Corpora
tion : s . 2 042 (Hatfield) , companion bill to
H . R. 126� (Whitehurst).
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figures showing that the policy does not re
sult in a big decrease in the proportion of
females adopted . People are very much more
inclined to believe such statements if they
are backed by actual data. Unfortunately,
few if any societies make any such statisti
cal study of their receipts of animals and
adoptions for purposes of this kind. At
least, Humane Information Services has never
encount�red any such analyses .
Some of the effects of the spay require
ment on the proportion of males and females
adopted are shown by the percentage column
under the heading "Adopted". The SPCA of
Clearwater does not have its own spay clinic
but requires a deposit for spaying, $15 for
dogs and $12 for cats, issuing a certificate
for that amount , which can be used as cash
for the entire spay fee when the adopter
takes the animal to a designated cooperating
veterinarian for spaying. This veterinari- ·
an , who operates for this low fee under a
special arrangement with the SPCA, receives
his pay when he turns the certificate in to
the Society. Thus, the only difference be
tween the Clearwater and St. Petersburg SPCA
arrangements, so far as the adopter is con
cerned, i,s a $2 higher charge by Clearwater
for spaying cats, and the place where the
spaying is actually done. The SPCA of st.
\Petersburg employs its own veterinarian to
do the spaying at the shelter.
At both of these shelters the percentage
of total adoptions represented by females
was almost as high as the percentage of dogs
received represented by females, although
there was a significant difference for the
St . Petersburg shelter. The County pound,
on the other hand , which does not require
although it encourages spaying of adopted
female dogs, had 37.5 percent of its re
ceipts female, but only five percent of its
adoptions .
Despite the fact that these figures are
affected by a number of different circum
stances, of which the spay requirement or
lack of it is only one, they seem to indi
cate very clearly that the adoption of a
spay-requirement policy need not result in
the undesirable effects which so ma.riy " soc"ie
ties seem to fear . Possibly after a brief
period of adj ustment , receipts of female an
imals should not be materially decreased ,
and , conversely, abandonment of such animals .
should not be greatly increased . Adoptions
of females may even become a higher propor
tion of the total, provided the educational
contacts with prospective adopters are ade
quate , and particularly if prior to inaugu
ration of the spay requirement the shelter
or pound has been pressuring would-be adopt
ers not to take unspayed females . Again, if
these figures can be taken as an indication
of the situation in other communities, the
policies adopted by shelters and pounds with
respect to spaying seem to have been based
in many cases on old wives ' tales and theo
ries not justified by the facts.

CATS VERSUS DOGS

The figures in the table particularize
the well-known fact that a mu.ch smaller pro
portion of cats received are adopted out
than of dogs, and that this is particularly
true of females. The data for cats are
available only for the SPCA of St. Peters
burg, and for a year earlier. For the two
months ' period in question , only 18 percent
of the male cats received were adopted out,
and five percent of the female cats, as con
trasted with 60 percent of the male dogs and
35 percent of the female dogs . The propor
tion of adoptions represented by males and
females also contrasts greatly. The ratio
was about two to one for dogs , and nearly
three to one for cats.
These figures reflect the fact that pro�
spective cat owners are not as willing to
pay for needed veterinary services , or for
that matter some other cash expenses , as are
dog owners. There is little doubt that a
spay requirement policy for cats does result
in a greater effect on adoptions of females
than in the case of dogs.
These data also point up the well-known
fact that the surplus problem for cats is
far worse than for dogs. Cats cost less to
keep than dogs , and their coming and going
is treated much more casually by the average
household. Cats have more litters per year
than dogs . The cat owners frequently find
it easier to get rid of the kittens by of
fering them to friends and neighbors, be-

cause the latter seem to feel that taking
them will involve less responsibility or
cost of upkeep than for dogs. And there
probably are many more "wild" homeless fe
male cats having litters in vacant lots and
abandoned buildings than there are female
dogs having puppies.
The tremendous surplus of cats has forced
some large-city animal shelters to adopt the
policy of not even trying to obtain homes
for them. All of the cats received are eu
thanized. Regardless of what we may think
about the relative merits of dogs and cats,
we have to recognize that as a humane prob
lem the cat surplus is even more serious and
difficult to eliminate than is the surplus
of dogs . Yet, many shelters and pounds do
not even take in cats. Community animal
control programs are directed in most cases
solely at dogs, and everybody tends to sweep
the cat surplus problem under the rug .

EFF ECTS OF CHANGES I N SPAY FEES

The adoption data for the SPCA of St.
Petersburg also throw considerable light up
on the effects on adoptions of a substantial
reduction in the charges for spaying. This
is of particular significance now because of
the current agitation for low-cost public
spay clinics, and the pressure being put up
on private veterinarians in some communities
to persuade them to reduce collll!lercial rates
for spaying. Some veterinarians believe
that reducing spay charges would not sub
stantially increase their volume of spay
business. People who really value their
pets and give them a good home , good food
and veterinary care will have their female
pets spayed anyway, it is claimed, while
others will not be influenced to spay me�ely
by a reduction of charges .
Prior to 1971 the SPCA of St. Petersburg
required, for all females adopted out by the
shelter, in addition to the adoption fee and
charge for "shots" , a spay deposit of $25
for female dogs and $20 for female cats.
The adopter received a certificate which
would ne accepted �y any cooperating veteri
narian as cash, and the dog or cat was spay
ed . The veterinarian was later reimbursed
by the SPCA.
Early in 1971 the shelter inaugurated its
own spay clinic , but only for female animals
adopted from the sh�lter. It is not a pub
lic clinic. The full charge for spaying was
reduced to $15 for dogs and $ 10 for cats.
This fee was collected at the time of adop
tion, in addition to the regular fee fo�
adoption and shots . The animal then was
brought back for spaying at a time conveni
ent to both the owner and shelter. In ef
fect, this meant a reduction of 50 percent
in the case of cats, and 40 percent for
dogs, in the cost to the adopter for spay
ing, as compared with the previous arrange
ment.
Following this change there was a dramat
ic increase in the percentage of total adop
tions represented by female dogs and cats.
T�is is shown in Table II below :
Table II

PeJtc.en:ta.ge on Total Adoptian1,
Re.p1teoen-te.d by Fema.leo

Period

Dogs

Cats

July, 1970-December, 1970

lL S

4.8

July, 1971.:December, 1971

20.9

13.8

Obviously , the price of spaying does af
fect the number of people willing to pay for
this service . Low-cost spay clinics do help
to increase neutering and hence to decrease
the surplus. And they do help to reduce the
discrimination against females in the pro
cess of destroying the current surplus.

SPAY I NG DEPOS I TS--ARE THEY REDEEMED?

Many humane society shelters which pride
themselves on having a "spay program·" re
quire a deposit running anywhere from $10 to
$30 for spaying, in addition to the regular
adoption fee and charges for shots. This
spay fee is refunded if and when evidence is
given to the shelter that the animal actual
ly has been spayed. (In other cases , the
spay charge certificate may be �sed by the
pet owner as cash in paying the cooperating
local veterinarian, who turns the certifi
cate in to the shelter for payment of that
part of the actual spaying charge, which ma�·
be the same as or lower than the going com
mercial rate . )

I f the pet adopter decides not to have
the female animal spayed , the shelter has
the choice of : ( 1 ) repossessing the animal
(with no refund of any fees paid when it _was
adopted), or ( 2) forgetting about the whole
thing, and retaining the spay fee, together
with the other adoption fees , to be used in
defraying the general expenses of the shel
ter . Or, the unused spay fee may revert to
a special spay fund , to be used to subsidize
spaying in various ways . Since the spay
fees usually amount to a tidy sum in the
course of a year, there is a great tempta
tion for the shelter manager to consider the
unused fees a nice windfall, and to fret
very little over the fact that the retained
fee means one more animal has been added to
the reservoir of breeding females contribut
ing to the surplus .
Humane Information Services has asked
many shelter managers whether any check. is
made on utilization of the spay fee charged
on female adoptions , but has encountere�
very few who make any real effort to do : so.
The extra money is so welcome , and the _ job
of checking compliance with the adoption
contract is .so time consuming , that few
shelters have the incentive, or enough vol
unteers willing to work hard on this proj
ect, to really . provide a good check .
The SPCA of St. Petersburg, which does
its own spaying, made available its records
on adoptions and spayings . The females
adopted . out (with spay charge) during the
year ending June 1972 were compared with
those brought back for spaying, animal for
animal.
Sixty-two ( 62) percent of the female dogs
adopted out with spay charge were brought
back to be spayed, and 64 percent of the
cats.
These figures are very significant . They
indicate that in a substantial number of
cases the spay charge is viewed by adopters
as merely an extra adoption fee � There is
no additional charge to be paid at time of
spaying , since the shelter does;:its own
spaying. The pet owner, therefore , must
prefer ' to retain his or her unspayed animal
for one or more ·of the reasons given in Re
port to Humanitarians No . 2 3, or is j ust too
lazy to take the animal back to the shelter
and pick it up after the operation.
This evidence of what we have long sus
pected is further supported by the experi
ence of the SPCA of St . Petersburg .,with its
spay fee donations. Recognizing tqat some
would-be adopters are financially 1,µ1able to
pay even a modest fee for spaying, ,,the shel
ter has set up a special fund to be used for
paying the fee in some deserving cases. In
other words, no spay deposit is required at
the time of adoption . And the new owners of
the female animals certainly have the impor
tance of spaying explained to them , and are
under moral pressure , as recipients of a
gift of the spay charge , to comply with the
terms of the adoption contract and to bring
the animal back for its free spaying. Yet,
only 80 percent of the female dog adopters
with free spaying offered, and 84 p!:!rcent of
the cat adopters, brought the animals back
to be spayed, as agreed when they. made the
adoptions.
Many humanitarians who themselves are
completely "sold" on spaying and neutering
seem to take for granted that all pet owners
feel the same way. They cannot easily con
ceive of adopters not taking full advan�age
of any free or low-cost spay program. But
many do not. This is true even in St .
Petersburg, where the spay deposit of �15 is
the entire charge for spaying dogs , and _
where indigent adopters may not have to pay
anything for the operation . In other commu
nities , where the spay deposit pays only a
part--sometimes a small part--of the total
spay charge when the spaying is done by pri
vate veterinarians , and there is no indigent
spay subsidy, the percentage of actual spay
ings is likely to be much �ower.
Quite obviously, the so-called "spay pro
grams" to · which some societies so confident
ly and proudly refer may be more a disguised
way of obtaining higher adoption fees than
an effective method of reducing the surplus
of dogs and cats. Di�ectors and officers of
society shelters reading this should make a
thorough check of their own spay program.
We would be very much interested "in hear
ing from any society wishing to make an
analysis of their own sir.tilaz: to the forego
ing, and would be glad to suggest specific
.procedures and help analyze the data.
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LETTE RS TO THE ED l'T OR- . . . .

So many :thou.ght-pJtovofung , c.on6tlr..u.eti,ve. let;teJU, have been Jte
c.uve.d .&inc.e. OUft Wt Re.poll.t :that we. c.anna:t pa.&.&,lbly lte.p!l.oduc.e. heJte.
many whfoh Me de6 eJtv,lng on OUft Jtea.deJU, ' azten,t,i.an . A
Me qua:t
e.d ,ln :the. le.ad a1r:,t.,fo.te. ,ln :th« ,l.&.&ue., and a:thell-6 wh,lc.h 1tela:te. :ta pe.:t
arwna.t .tiuJtplu.6 c.ontlwl w.iU a.ppe.a!t ,ln 6u:tulte. a.Jt:tlc.le6 dea.t,lng wUh
.tfw, .&ubje.c.:t.
We. c.an,t,i.nu.e. to Jte.c.uve. lettell-6 c.amme.n,t,i.ng an OUft .& e/t,te6 on a.Jt.t,l
c.le6 · de.a.t,lng with 1te.lig,lan and a.ni.rna.t.6 . One. membeJt i> e.n:t u.& a c.Me.6ull.y-:thoug ht-out .6 urrrna1t.,tza;ti.on 0 6 a Jta:tlana.t humane. e;th,lc., and we.
6.i.nd muc.h meltli ,ln h,l.& . .&u.gge.6:ti.cm.. Ano:theJt ha.& W!Utte.n .& e.ve/Utl
:time.6 to ei.a.boJr.a-te. an the. ne.e.d 601t a moJte. c.on6tlr..u.et,lve. app,i.aac.h :to
the. chultc.he.6 ,. be.U.e.v,lng :that we may have. oveJt- empha.&,lze.d :the. pe.6.&i
mUUc. a.&pe.c.:tl, . And ana:the.Jc. membelt ha.& .l>ent u.& a c.opy 0 6 he!t e.x.c.e.l
le.nt. tetteJt to :the. Pope. and h,l.& 1te.ply (,i,6 any o:theJU, hav e. . .&a W!Utte.n
and 1te.c.uve.d a Jte.pty, ple.ru, e. .& end c.op,i_u ) . We thank ill 06 you 601t
WILU,lng , and ,lnvUe. c.on,t,i.nu.e.d c.omme.nu , ill 0 6 wh,lc.h
be. he.lp6u.l
when we. c.an 6,lnd .&pac.e. 601t oUft ne.x,t aJt.Uc.le. on 1te.lig,lan and a.n.lma.t.& .

new

wm

WE L I KE TO BE OF ASS I STANC E

"You have been a help to us i n forming our humane society. I ' ve
written you many times for information. "--Mrs. Floyd Suggs, Parrish ,
Florida.

" I wonder if we may once again impose upon your kindness. Could .
you let us ·have some more copies of the articles on decompression
chambers. This has already been of great value to us and we are
getting results because of this. "--Mrs . Lynda Crosby , Secretary,
People for Animals , Inc. , Colorado Springs, Colorado.

DELAYS I N REPL I ES TO YOUR LETTERS

"You may add t�is to your collection of sharp letters • • • Three
.months ago I wrote to you requesting some help and have yet to re
ceive a reply . Kindly remove my name from your mailing list , as I
consider your neglect inexcusable . 11 --Mrs . Ara Caramanian , Cincinnati , ·ohio .

REPLY :

We. would ag1te.e. w.lth you i6 we. did no:t have. .&uc.h a g ood e.xc.u.& e.!
We. al-6 0 Me iJur.,U:,a;t.ed by long wa.,i;t..& 6011. Jte.plie..& to ouJL ld:tell-6 06
,lnquiJty addlc.u.& ed to goveJtnme.n:t a.ge.nc.,lu , biL6ine.6.& f,,<Jr.rn,6 and humane.
.& 0c..i.e.Uu . Sometime6 we. g e.:t no ne. at ill. We. hav e. no one. ju.&:t :to
an6Welt ma.i.1., and have. to wo1tk. th,l.& ,ln be.:twe.e.n othe.Jt ,i.mpon,tan:t du
Uu . Some.:t,lme..& youJL e.d,lto1t ,l.& at.my on Meld tJup-6 601t .6 e.ve/Utl
week.& , oJt be.c.omu enga.ged ,ln eme.Jtg e.nc.y wo1tk :to me.e.:t Mme deadline..
And .U Jte.qu»te.6 .& e.velta.t we� to (l.))L,{,te, pJte.pMe c.ame.Jta-Jte.ady c.opy
and mail :the.- thou.&and.& 06 c.op,le.6 of, OUIL RepoJtt. AU :th,[.& ,l.&
handl.ed by ouJL .&mill 11.e.gu.lalt .&:ta.6 6 , wh,lc.h ha.&- not ha.d a day ' .& vac.a�
ti.on .ln .& ev en yeaJU> . And yoUft pooJt old e.ditoJt JteC!.elv e..& no c.ompen.&a.
Uon 601t all 0 6 :th,l.& , u:theJt ! So p.le.M e. be. c.hatuta.ble., and 6011.g.lve
h,lm 601t delay.& ,ln 11.e.ply.

oOJt

ARE WE SUPER-CR I T I CAL? ·

"Are you people not super-critical of all other societies?"-

Mrs . Mary Siderits, Clermont , Florida. (Th,[.& ld:te.Jt al-6 0 c.on:ta,lne.d
in:te.llig e.n:t o b.& e1tva:tlon6 on an,lma.t c.oncUt.i..on.6 , and membe.M h,lp duu , ·
.&o :the. (l.))L,{,teJt evidently ,l.& no:t e.n:t,i,Jte.ly cU6 ple.ru, ed wl.:th u.& ! l

REPLY :

Thank. you 601t a.& lung_ :th,l.& quution, wh,lc.h we. .&u.& pe.c.:t ha.& be.en on
:the. mlnd.6 o f, ma.ny o:theJt 11.e.adeJU, , a.nd wh,lc.h we. Me glad :to have. an
oppoJt:tu.nlty :to an6Welt.
Indeed we. may appe.a!t :to be. ai.vxty.& CJu:t,{,c.,lz,lng o:theJt Mue.Uu and
huma.n,l;ta,tt,i.a.n.6 g e.neJUtlly, bec.au.& e. :that ,L6 one. 0 6 ouJL mo.&:t ,i.mpon,tan:t
6unc.Uon6 . Anyone. who o bje.eti,ve.ly e.x.am.lne.6 :the. 1te.c.0Jtd 0 6 :the. humane.
movement, wh,lc.h ha& ·.& pent mruiy hundlc.e.d.6 0 6 mUlion.6 0 6 dail..aM and
the. e.66oll.t6 0 6 c.oun:tle.6-6 votun:teelt WOJtk.elt.6 oveJt :the. pM:t c.e.n.twz.y
w.lth pili6ully lU:tl.e. peJtmane.nt a.c.c.omplli hme.n:t :to .& how 6011. U, mM:t
Jteal,i,ze. :the. need ooJt Jte.exam.lna:tion o n OUIL goal.& and OU/t attempu to
.unplemen:t them .
The. u.& e.nc.e. 06 :th,i,.& e.xam,i,na;ti.on ,l.& .& e.lf,-c.Jvlt,iwm. Believe M ,
we. at Humane 1 n601tma.:ti.on Se1tv,lc.u , who hav e. be.en e.ngage.d .ln humane
wo1tk. 6oJt many ye.aJt..& , hav e been guU:ty ,ln the. pM:t 0 6 mafung mo.&:t 0 6
the. m.U:ta.ku we. now cJvU,f_c.,lze.! F,lna.tly 1te.al,lung ;th,l.& , we u:ta.b.-:
w hed Humane. 1n601tmat.ion Se1tv,lc.u �y :to .& eJtve. M a. .& oll.t o f,
lte.6 efV!.c.h a.nd development "depalt:tmen:t" 6011. the humane. movement. In
many bU.6,tne.6-6 c.01tp0Jta:tion6 :the ope.tta£lng de.pMtme.nu do not ai.vxty.&
:ta.k.e. ' funcity :to o bjeeti_ve. a.naly.& e6 0 6 :theiA mio:ta.k.u by :the. Jte6 e.all.c.h
and 4eve.lopmen:t de.paJr..tme.nu , but the. gJte.a:t value o f, the. Wte1t ha.&
c.ome to be. Jte.a.t,i,zed oveJt the. ye.aJt.& .
We. would ac.c.omplli h noth,lng ,ln ,i.mpMv,i,ng me:thod.6 o f, e.u:thana.&-ia,
mafung the. .&laag h;{:.e.Jt 06 6ood an,lma..l.6 moJte. humane., eLim,lna:tlng :the.
M e. o 6 CJW.e.l .tlta.p.6 601t 6uJL an,i,mal.6 , 11.e.duc.,lng :the. c.on.6:ta.n:tly-gJtOW-i.,ng
.&U!Lp.tu.& of, dog.& and c.a:t6 , 11.e.duc,lng :the. .&u6f,e.Jt,[ng o f, a.n.lmal-6 ,ln b.lo 
mecUcal laboJta.t.oJt,lu , and de.al,lng w.lth o:thelt 1te.p1te.he.n6-i.ble. .tli.e.a:tme.n:t
D O arwnal-6 , ,lf, We. meJte.ly applauded the. Un6UC.C.U.6 oul e.66oW · oo
o':thell-6 and nailed to .& how why :they do no:t WOJtk. No body w.iU a.dop:t
e. 6 6e.c.Uve. me:thod.6 unUl they .& e.e. :the need f,oJt c.ha.ng e.. Yu , we Me.
C,/t,l;t,lc.a.t 06 o:thell-6 , but no:t out 06 oJtganua:ti:ona.t je.aloM y oJt pelt1,0 nal Jt,lvaiJu..u • Many o 6 o ult 11.e.adell-6 ag1te.e wl.:th ouJL �m.& , M
.lncUcated by :the. c.on,t,i_nu,i,ng o.tow 06 c.omplime.n:talty let;teJU, 61tom ill
ove1t :the woJt.id, a .&mall .&ample. o f, whfoh 6oUoW6 .

"You are performing a tremendously valuable servic;e for all of us
with Re.poll.t to Hwnan,l;taJt.,tan,6 . The most recent has been read and re
read and will be read again . Each day I receive a considerable
amount of humane literature. I only skim most of it . The exception
is Your Re.poll.t , which I try to absorb. " -- (Name omitted because
writer i_s affiliated with several other societies) •

REPLY !

We a/le doubly ple.ru, e.d :to 1tec.uve. .&uc.h c.ompllme.nu f,1tom a huma.n,l
-ta or ian o � 1rou1t a.Ir.eat de.dica;t,lon. a.bililu and fut.inc.:tion.

Humane Information Serv ices , Inc. , St. Petersburg , Florida 33705
"Your publication is fine, the best , and the paper on which it is
printed is just good - enough . The written words, the courageous and
truthful news--that is the important thing . "--Mrs. F. William
Carlsen , Maywood , New Jersey .

"We find it hard to understand how you can find the time to do so
much . No other humane society can or does touch you . "--Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Whipple , Bedford , New Hampshire •
" I admire your work tremendously. " --Miss Carolyn S. Stephens ,
Crawfordsville , Indiana.

HATCHERY C H I C KS SMOTHERED

"From the enclosed newspaper picture it appears like the chicks
are being dumped (in the barrel) while still alive. How can we find
out? What can we do about it?" --Mrs. William M. Arnold , Hot
Springs, South Dakota .

REPLY :

You c.an 6,lnd out by VJ'l..U.i.ng :to Humane. 1nf,oJtma.:tion Se1tv,lc.u ,.. ju.&t
a.& you have. done. !
The. photog1taph6 .6 hoW-i.,ng :the. dutlr..u.eti,on 06 baby c.h,lc.k.6 ,ln h,a;tc.h
e.Jt,te.6 , 0-6:te.n.6.lbty be.c.au6 e o I, p,i.,lee. c.uling-6 on c.h,lc.k.e.n, appe.M.ed ,ln
:the. p!l.e.6.6 and on TV ill oveJt the. c.oun:/:Jl.y. Many incU.g nan:t lett.ell-6
61tom -6 hoc.k.ed an,lma.t love.M appe.alted ,ln :the. p!l.e.6-6 : "S,lc.k, appa.£,Ung ,
a fu g1tac.e." . Bu:t Mon :the. f,uJLoJt d,le.d down, and no:th,lng ha.& 1tu uU
ed. That ,l.& pM f,01t the. c.ou/t.6 e.!
Baby c.h,lc.k.& by the. million.& Me :th/town ,ln baJUl.e.i.6 :to be. du:tlr.oy
ed- -and hav e. be.en e.ve/t .&,lnc.e. :the advent 0 6 c.omme1tc.,lal hatc.heJt,iu .
The1te. Me two fund.& 0 6 ha:tc.he1ty opelta.:ti.on.6 : :tho.& e. pJtoduc.,lng me.a:t
type. b-Utcl.6 6011. :the. bJtoile.Jt ma.Jtke:t, and tho.& e p,i.oduc.,lng c.h,lc.k.&
egg p!l.Oduc.tion. The. f,01tme1t hav e c.hfok.& . by :the. thoMand.6 c.omlng out
o 6 inc.ubato/t.6 daily, and -6,lnc.e. ,l;t ,l.& ,impo.&.&,lble. to e.xac.:tly ma.:tc.h
p,i.oduc.:t,lo n wi;th fuomlng oJtde.M , any e.xc.e.6.6 may be. :thJtOwn ,ln baJUl.e.i.6
to avo,ld c.o.&U 06 hold,lng ovelt f,011. la:te!t .&ale_. PoMibly dUIU.ng the
pJt,[c.e. c.uling p,i.otuu :the. e.xc.e6.& too..6 ,Wtg eJt than u.&ua.t until 6 ewe.Jt
e.gg.& c.ould be. .& e.:t f,olt hatching , but th,l.& L-lkl-6 mo.&ily a public.Uy
plo y.
The. ha:tc.he.Jt,[u that p,i.oduc.e. a d,l6 6 e1te.nt :type. of, c.h,lc.k .&u.i.:ta.ble.
only M 6 u:tuJLe layell-6 mu.&:t .& e.paltate the. male. 61tom :the. 6 ema.te c.h,lc.k-6 ,
.&inc.e. only the. i.o.;t;teJt Me. u.&a.ble. f,oJt egg p,i.oduc.:t,lon. The. male6 Me
du.tli.o yed hrme.dia:te.ly a6te.Jt -6 e.x,lng . U.6uilly :they Me th/town -i.n bM11.e.t.& , whe1te. they .&motheJt to death OJt Me fulled by ga.& 6.1t0m c.Mbon
:te:tMc.hlo-'Ude. pouJLe.d ,ln :the. baJtJte.l.
AU of, :th« ha& be.en go,i,ng on 6011.
a c.e.n:t.Ufty O.lr. molte. w.lthout
a peep f,Jtom h.wna.r,.,i,taJn,6 un:tll the. Jtec.e.n:t new.& p,ic.:tUJte,6 . Now :that
:the. new.& me.d,la have dlc.opped the. ma.:t:teJt, and humane Mde.Uu :think
e.veJty:thlng ha& be.en :ta.ken c.aJte. 0 6 , :the. .p1taeti_c.e. no doub:t wLU c.on
:tlnu.e. unno:tlc.ed .
But not unno:tlc.e.d by HTS ! We. have had th,l.& on oUft ag e.-nda 0 on. a ·
tong time.--and a Jtemedy IUUtdy :to o o nelt :the. ,lncluldJty. Bu;t We. don ' :t
have the. f,und.& :to emplo y a Meld man to v,i.&,l;t :the ha.:tc.he.Jt,[u . 16
hum� would pu..t theiA money whe1te ,l;t ,l.& needed, in.6:te.ad 06
u.tt-6:ting ,l;t on all fund.& 0 6 f,lubdub, :th,l.& p,i.o blem would no longelt ex.
Mt.

oOll.

halo

L I VE RABB I TS F OR TRA I N I NG GR EYHOUNDS

"Your splendid June Re.poJtt received. Do hope you can stop the
cruelty of using live rabbits with greyhounds. "--Mrs. John M •
Barnett , Fort Lauderdale , Florida .

REP LY :

YouJL le.:t:teJt g-i.ve.6 M an oppoM:.u.n,l;ty :to Jteply to a. nwnbeJt o f, ouJL
membeJU, who have. WICLtte.n u.& about :thi..6 abu.& e. 0 6 an,lma.t-6 . Th,[.& ,l.&
ano:theJt ex.ample. of, how ne.w.&pape!t public.Uy c.an evoke. .i.n:te1te.6t hi. a.n
,i.mal p,i.o ble.m.& . The. M e 0 6 live JtabbU.6 ,ln :tJiahu.ng gll.e.yhound.& u.tt-6
b/t,le.f,ly de.6CJu.bed ,ln ouJt Re.poJtt No . 2 1 , but no:t a let;teJt on ;th,l.& M 
pe.c.:t o f, g1te.yhound 1tac.,lng L-lkl-6 Jte.c.uve.d. Now, .& e.n6a.tional (and ,lnac.
c.U/Late. ) .&to/t.lu a.ppe.a/1. ,ln public.a:tlon.6 06 humane. .6 o cie.Ue.6 , e.ac.h one.
appMe.n:tly ,ln:te.n:t on c1.a.,lm,lng c.Jte.d,l;t ,ln advanc.e.
.&topp,lng the..& e.
pJtaeti_c.u - -.l6 :they Me .&:topped. Well, we. ' U le.:t ouJL membeJU, ,ln on a
Utt.le .& e.c.Jte.:t.: Humane Tnf,01tma.:ti.on Se.1tv,lc.e.6 ,l.& :the. one. whlc.h de.
.& �ve6 :the. c.1te.d,l;t !
In an aJiti..c.le ,ln :the. S:t. Pe;teJU, bWt.g T,imu on the .tJr.ainlng o f,
g1teyhouncl6 , a .&:ta.66 me.mbelt o 6 :the. flo/t.lda A:t:toJtne.y Ge.ne.Jtal ' .& o 6 6,lc.e.,
e.v,lde.nily w.lthout loalung up :the applic.able. f..aIIJ, u.tt-6 quoted a.&
doub:tlng the. an:ti-c.Jtue.Uy f..aIIJ' -6 applic.ab,lli:ty be.c.au6 e. 1ta.bbm may
no:t be. "an..lma.U " . Ac.:tua.tly, :the. wall.ding 06 :the. £.aw c.ould no:t be.
pla,lneJt, M we. de.mon6.tli.ated to the. A:t:to1tne.y Ge.ne/Utl. In any e\J,ent,
the A:t:t.011.ne.y Ge.ne.Jtal ha.& no au:thoti;ty ,ln .tiuc.h ma:t:tell-6 and only g,i,vu
op,ln,lan.6 to lora.t £aw enf,011.c.emen:t 0 6 6,lc.elt.6 , who aJte Jte6pon6.lble. 6011.
any ac.:t,lon :ta.k.e.n. We have k.nown �d c.oope.Jr.a-ted with S:t:a.:te. A:tt.01tney
Goltdon G. Oldham, J1t. , 06 Lee.6 bWt.g , 601t .tiome. ye.aJt..& , and hnrne.dia:te.ly
got in touc.h wl.:th h,lm. He. too..6 aiJc_e.ady und� rmy, and .&ub.6 e.quent a.e:tu m ,l.& due. :to
e.6 1,ow .
The. eve.n:tua.l ou:tc.ome. 0 6 the. c.a.&e., now ,ln the. c.oUft:t.6 , and any oth
ell-6 like. ,l;t wh,lc.h m,lg ht c.ome. up ,ln o.the.Jt .& e.ctlon.6 06 :the. S:t:a.:te., wU1.
not h,lng e. on whe.the.Jt 11.abbm Me an,lma.t-6 , but on the. "ne.c.u.&Uy" of,
Ming live 1tabb-i:t6 ,ln :tJuun,lng g1te.yhound6 . The. £aw p,i.ohlbWng c.Jtu.
e.Uy .&:talt.U w.lth the woJtd "unne.c.u..salt.ily'' . Gll.e.yhound 11.ac,lng would
be. c.on.6-i.deJte.d by aimo.&:t. any juJLy a.Ir. c.ouJL:t a.& "ne.c.e6.&My t, :t.o :the.
e.c.onomy 0 6 flo/t.lda. And g.1r.e.yhound :tluune.M c.i.a,im :that ,l;t
,impo.& 
.&ible. :t.o :te.ac.h the. dog.& :to Jta.c.e. w.lthout M,i,ng live 11.abbw a.& :tlta,,ln
,lng lU!Le.6 and :to g.lv e. :the dog.& the ne.c.e.6.&My " luUeJt" -i.nc.e.n.Uve :to
c.ompe.:t.e. .
Humane 1n6oJtma.:ti.on Se1tv,lc.u ha.& bee.n ,ln c.onta.c.:t wlth .& e.ve/Utl o f,
membe!t .& oc..i.e.Ue.6 and ,lnd,lvM.uo.l. humtin.i;t:aJt,i.a.n.6 in Au.&bta.V..a,
whe1te gJte.yhound Me,.i.ng ,l.& popu.l.ait but the. M e 0 6 live. 11.abbw 601t
:tJtcun,lng the.. dog-6 ,l.& p!l.OhlbUed. We. ha.ve. .& ent to the. Floll-lda. Ati:.011.
ne.y Gene/Utl, and to S:t:a.:te. Af:tOJtne.y Oldham, c.op,lu 0 6 :the taW-6 o f, the.
.& ev e/Utl AU.6bta.V..an .6:t:a.:te.6 whfoh ptc.oh,lb,l;t :t.he. M e o 0 liv e 1tabbm ,
and o:tfie1t in601tma:tlo n whi.c.h p!tOVe.6 :that live. 1tabb-i:t6 Me not a ne.c.
e.6.&My pa,r;f; o o :tlr.a.,i,n,lng glte..yhi:,u.nd6 .
We wLU k.e.e.p oUft me.mbeJU, in601tme.d o f, 6uJtthe1t .&,i,gn,i,6,lc.an:t develop
. me.n:t-6 . ·in. ,t;h,i.J, mo.:tt.eJt.
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